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The Economic
Consequences of
the Peace ANU E
Press
“In the heart of
this world, the
Lord of life, who

loves us so much, is
always present. He
does not abandon
us, he does not
leave us alone, for
he has united
himself definitively
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to our earth, and his
love constantly
impels us to find
new ways forward.
Praise be to him!”
– Pope Francis,
Laudato Si’ In his
second encyclical,
Laudato Si’: On
the Care of Our
Common Home,
Pope Francis draws
all Christians into a
dialogue with every
person on the
planet about our
common home.
We as human
beings are united by
the concern for our
planet, and every
living thing that
dwells on it,
especially the
poorest and most
vulnerable. Pope
Francis’ letter
joins the body of

the Church’s
social and moral
teaching, draws on
the best scientific
research, providing
the foundation for
“the ethical and
spiritual itinerary
that follows.”
Laudato Si’
outlines: The
current state of our
“common
home” The
Gospel message as
seen through
creation The
human causes of
the ecological crisis
Ecology and the
common good
Pope Francis’ call
to action for each of
us Our Sunday
Visitor has
included discussion
questions, making
it perfect for

individual or group
study, leading all
Catholics and
Christians into a
deeper
understanding of
the importance of
this teaching.
Confessions of an
Economic Hit
Man Princeton
University Press
From one of
America's best-
known
economists, the
one book anyone
who wants to
understand the
economy needs to
read.
A Contribution
to the
Critique of
Political
Economy Our
Sunday Visitor
Perkins, a
former chief
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economist at a
Boston strategi
c-consulting
firm, confesses
he was an
"economic hit
man" for 10
years, helping
U.S.
intelligence
agencies and
multinationals
cajole and
blackmail
foreign leaders
into serving
U.S. foreign
policy and
awarding
lucrative
contracts to
American
business.

Contending
Economic
Theories
HarperCollins
White-Collar
Crime: A
Text/Reader,
part of the

text/reader
series in
criminology and
criminal justice
incorporates
contemporary
and classic
readings (some
including policy
implications)
accompanied
by original text
that provides a
theoretical
framework and
context for
students. The
comprehensive
coverage of the
book includes
crimes by
workers sales
oriented
systems,
crimes in the
health care
system, crimes
by criminal

justice
professionals
and politicians,
crimes in the
educational
system, crimes
in the economic
and
technological
systems,
crimes by
employees in
the housing
industry,
corporate
crime,
environmental
crime,
explanations of
white-collar
crime, the
police and
court
responses to
white-collar
crime, and the
corrections sub-
system and
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white-collar
crime. Features
of the book
include key
points, in focus
box inserts,
discussion
questions,
section
summaries, and
photos.
Good Economics
for Hard Times
Bloomsbury
Publishing USA
An unprecedented
study of
environmentalism,
environmental
movements, and
efforts at "greening"
across the globe,
written by culturally
embedded scholars
with both academic
expertise and first-
hand experience
with grassroots
advocacy.

Protection of our
planet, its people,
and its natural
resources has been a
topic of numerous
debates in many
nations for the past
50 years. Each
hemisphere,
continent, and
country has
environmental
challenges unique to
the region, giving
birth to green
movements all over
the world. Until
now, very few
resources have
compiled the
political, scientific,
economic,
philosophical, and
religious viewpoints
of these programs in
one place. This two-
volume work
provides a
comprehensive
collection of the

ideas and actions
that inform
environmentalism,
at local, national,
and regional levels
across the globe.
Environmental
Movements around
the World: Shades
of Green in Politics
and Culture
includes viewpoints
from experts in the
fields of political
science, history,
international
relations,
environmental
studies, and
sociology that
enable readers to
compare and
contrast different
cultures' attitudes
and solutions
towards
environmental
issues. Providing
both a broad view of
international efforts
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to protect the earth
while also
spotlighting very
specific examples of
environmentally
motivated strategies,
the set explores the
political strategies
and cultural
perspectives behind
conservation and
environmental
activism in countries
worldwide.
Foundations of
Economic
Analysis of Law
Berrett-Koehler
Publishers
A sever economic
critique of the
1920 Treaty of
Versailles written
by the famous
economist, who
was a member of
the British peace
delegation until he
quit with disgust.

Contemporary
Economic Thought
MIT Press
The bestselling
citizen's guide to
economics Basic
Economics is a
citizen's guide to
economics, written
for those who want
to understand how
the economy works
but have no interest
in jargon or
equations.
Bestselling
economist Thomas
Sowell explains the
general principles
underlying different
economic systems:
capitalist, socialist,
feudal, and so on.
In readable
language, he shows
how to critique
economic policies in
terms of the
incentives they
create, rather than

the goals they
proclaim. With clear
explanations of the
entire field, from
rent control and the
rise and fall of
businesses to the
international
balance of
payments, this is the
first book for anyone
who wishes to
understand how the
economy functions.
This fifth edition
includes a new
chapter explaining
the reasons for large
differences of wealth
and income between
nations. Drawing on
lively examples from
around the world
and from centuries
of history, Sowell
explains basic
economic principles
for the general
public in plain
English.
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Free To Choose
Harvard University
Press
An engaging and
enlightening
account of taxation
told through lively,
dramatic, and
sometimes ludicrous
stories drawn from
around the world
and across the ages
Governments have
always struggled to
tax in ways that are
effective and
tolerably fair.
Sometimes they fail
grotesquely, as
when, in 1898, the
British ignited a
rebellion in Sierra
Leone by imposing
a tax on huts—and,
in repressing it,
ended up burning
the very huts they
intended to tax.
Sometimes they
succeed

astonishingly, as
when, in eighteenth-
century Britain, a
cut in the tax on tea
massively increased
revenue. In this
entertaining book,
two leading
authorities on
taxation, Michael
Keen and Joel
Slemrod, provide a
fascinating and
informative tour
through these and
many other episodes
in tax history, both
preposterous and
dramatic—from the
plundering
described by
Herodotus and an
Incan tax payable in
lice to the
(misremembered)
Boston Tea Party
and the scandals of
the Panama Papers.
Along the way,
readers meet a

colorful cast of tax
rascals, and even a
few tax heroes.
While it is hard to
fathom the
inspiration behind
such taxes as one on
ships that tended to
make them sink,
Keen and Slemrod
show that
yesterday’s tax
systems have more
in common with
ours than we may
think. Georgian
England’s window
tax now seems
quaint, but was an
ingenious way of
judging wealth
unobtrusively. And
Tsar Peter the
Great’s tax on
beards aimed to
induce the nobility
to shave, much like
today’s carbon
taxes aim to slow
global warming.
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Rebellion, Rascals,
and Revenue is a
surprising and one-
of-a-kind account of
how history
illuminates the
perennial challenges
and timeless
principles of
taxation—and how
the past holds clues
to solving the tax
problems of today.
Economic and
Social Justice
Basic Civitas
Books
A systematic
comparison of the
3 major economic 
theories—neoclass
ical, Keynesian,
and Marxian—sh
owing how they
differ and why
these differences
matter in shaping
economic theory
and practice.

Contending
Economic
Theories offers a
unique
comparative
treatment of the
three main
theories in
economics as it is
taught today:
neoclassical,
Keynesian, and
Marxian. Each is
developed and
discussed in its
own chapter, yet
also differentiated
from and
compared to the
other two theories.
The authors
identify each
theory's starting
point, its goals and
foci, and its
internal logic.
They connect their
comparative

theory analysis to
the larger policy
issues that divide
the rival camps of
theorists around
such central issues
as the role
government should
play in the
economy and the
class structure of
production,
stressing the
different analytical,
policy, and social
decisions that flow
from each theory's
conceptualization
of economics.
Building on their
earlier book
Economics:
Marxian versus
Neoclassical, the
authors offer an
expanded
treatment of
Keynesian
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economics and a
comprehensive
introduction to
Marxian
economics,
including its class
analysis of society.
Beyond providing
a systematic
explanation of the
logic and structure
of standard
neoclassical theory,
they analyze recent
extensions and
developments of
that theory around
such topics as
market
imperfections,
information
economics, new
theories of
equilibrium, and
behavioral
economics,
considering
whether these

advances represent
new paradigms or
merely
adjustments to the
standard theory.
They also explain
why economic
reasoning has
varied among
these three
approaches
throughout the
twentieth century,
and why this
variation continues
today—as
neoclassical views
give way to new
Keynesian
approaches in the
wake of the
economic collapse
of 2008.
National Journal
MIT Press
With the growing
popularity and
availability of
precision equipment,

farmers and producers
have access to more
data than ever before.
With proper
implementation,
precision agriculture
management can
improve profitability
and sustainability of
production. Precision
Agriculture Basics is
geared at students,
crop consultants,
farmers, extension
workers, and
practitioners that are
interested in practical
applications of site-
specific agricultural
management. Using a
multidisciplinary
approach, readers are
taught to make data-
driven on-farm
decisions using the
most current
knowledge and tools
in crop science,
agricultural
engineering, and
geostatistics. Precision
Agriculture Basics also
features a stunning
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video glossary
including interviews
with agronomists on
the job and in the
field.
Seven Deadly
Economic Sins
Collected Papers
of Anthony de
On December 10,
1998, the world
celebrated the
50th anniversary
of the United
Nations' Universal
Declaration of
Human Rights
(UDHR). The
U.S. Constitution
possesses many of
the political and
civil rights
articulated in the
UDHR. The
UDHR, however,
goes further than
the U.S.
Constitution,
including many

social and
economic rights as
well. This book
addresses the social
and economic
rights found in
Articles 16 and 22
through 27 of the
UDHR that are
generally not
recognized as
human rights in
the United States.
The book begins
with a brief history
of economic,
social, and cultural
rights, as well as an
essay, in question
and answer
format, that
introduces these
rights. Although
cultural rights are
interrelated and of
equal importance
as economic and
social rights, the

book primarily
addresses justice
regarding
economic and
social problems.
After an
introduction, the
book is divided
into the following
parts: (1)
"Economic, Social,
and Cultural
Rights
Fundamentals"; (2)
"Activities"; and (3)
"Appendices." The
nine activities in
part 2 aim to help
students further
explore and learn
about social and
economic rights.
The appendix
contains human
rights documents,
a glossary of terms,
a directory of
resource
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organizations, and
a bibliography of
80 web sites,
publications and
referrals to assist
those eager to
increase their
understanding of,
and/or move into
action to address
economic and
social rights. (BT)
A Brief History of
Neoliberalism
PublicAffairs
The rise of China
is no doubt one of
the most
important events
in world economic
history since the
Industrial
Revolution.
Mainstream
economics,
especially the
institutional
theory of

economic
development based
on a dichotomy of
extractive vs.
inclusive political
institutions, is
highly inadequate
in explaining
China's rise. This
book argues that
only a radical
reinterpretation of
the history of the
Industrial
Revolution and the
rise of the West (as
incorrectly
portrayed by the
institutional
theory) can fully
explain China's
growth miracle
and why the
determined rise of
China is
unstoppable
despite its current
"backward"

financial system
and political
institutions.
Conversely,
China's
spectacular and
rapid
transformation
from an
impoverished
agrarian society to
a formidable
industrial
superpower sheds
considerable light
on the
fundamental
shortcomings of
the institutional
theory and
mainstream
"blackboard"
economic models,
and provides more-
accurate
reevaluations of
historical episodes
such as Africa's
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enduring poverty
trap despite radical
political and
economic reforms,
Latin America's
lost decades and
frequent debt
crises, 19th century
Europe's great
escape from the
Malthusian trap,
and the Industrial
Revolution itself.
Contents:
IntroductionKey
Steps Taken by
China to Set Off
an Industrial Revol
utionShedding
Light on the
Nature and Cause
of the Industrial
RevolutionWhy is
China's Rise Unsto
ppable?Wha's
Wrong with the
Washington
Consensus and the

Institutional
Theories?Case
Study of Yong
Lian: A Poor
Village's Path to
Becoming a
Modern Steel
TownConclusion:
A New Stage
Theory of
Economic
Development
Readership:
Academics,
undergraduate and
graduates students,
journalists and
professionals
interested in
economic
development, the
history of the
Industrial
Revolution, and
especially China's
economic
transformation and
industrial growth,

as well as the
political economy
of governance.
Rebellion,
Rascals, and
Revenue John
Wiley & Sons
Describes how
patterns of
information,
knowledge, and
cultural
production are
changing. The
author shows that
the way
information and
knowledge are
made available
can either limit or
enlarge the ways
people create and
express
themselves. He
describes the
range of legal and
policy choices that
confront.
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The Economics of
Microfinance
Cornell University
Press
Behavioral finance
presented in this
book is the second-
generation of
behavioral
finance. The first
generation,
starting in the
early 1980s,
largely accepted
standard
finance’s notion
of people’s
wants as
“rational”
wants—restricted
to the utilitarian
benefits of high
returns and low
risk. That first
generation
commonly
described people
as “irrational”

—succumbing to
cognitive and
emotional errors
and misled on
their way to their
rational wants.
The second
generation
describes people as
normal. It begins
by acknowledging
the full range of
people’s normal
wants and their be
nefits—utilitarian,
expressive, and em
otional—distinguis
hes normal wants
from errors, and
offers guidance on
using shortcuts and
avoiding errors on
the way to
satisfying normal
wants. People’s
normal wants
include financial
security, nurturing

children and
families, gaining
high social status,
and staying true to
values. People’s
normal wants,
even more than
their cognitive and
emotional
shortcuts and
errors, underlie
answers to
important
questions of
finance, including
saving and
spending, portfolio
construction, asset
pricing, and
market efficiency.
The Making of an
Economic
Superpower
Cambridge
University Press
An assessment of
"the microfinance
revolution" from
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an economics
perspective that
draws on lessons
from academia
and international
practice to
challenge
conventional
assumptions.
The Wealth of
Networks
Routledge
In this book Steven
Shavell provides an
in-depth analysis
and synthesis of the
economic approach
to the building
blocks of our legal
system, namely,
property law, tort
law, contract law,
and criminal law.
He also examines
the litigation
process as well as
welfare economics
and morality.
Aimed at a broad

audience, this book
requires neither a
legal background
nor technical
economics or
mathematics to
understand it.
Because of its
breadth, analytical
clarity, and general
accessibility, it is
likely to serve as a
definitive work in
the economic
analysis of law.
Economic Origins
of Dictatorship
and Democracy
Pantheon
This work has
been selected by
scholars as being
culturally
important and is
part of the
knowledge base of
civilization as we
know it. This work
is in the public

domain in the
United States of
America, and
possibly other
nations. Within the
United States, you
may freely copy
and distribute this
work, as no entity
(individual or
corporate) has a
copyright on the
body of the work.
Scholars believe,
and we concur,
that this work is
important enough
to be preserved,
reproduced, and
made generally
available to the
public. To ensure
a quality reading
experience, this
work has been
proofread and
republished using a
format that
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seamlessly blends
the original
graphical elements
with text in an easy-
to-read typeface.
We appreciate
your support of the
preservation
process, and thank
you for being an
important part of
keeping this
knowledge alive
and relevant.
A Farewell to
Alms Princeton
University Press
Neoliberalism -
the doctrine that
market exchange
is an ethic in itself,
capable of acting
as a guide for all
human action -
has become
dominant in both
thought and
practice

throughout much
of the world since
1970 or so. Its
spread has
depended upon a
reconstitution of
state powers such
that privatization,
finance, and
market processes
are emphasized.
State interventions
in the economy are
minimized, while
the obligations of
the state to provide
for the welfare of
its citizens are
diminished. David
Harvey, author of
'The New
Imperialism' and
'The Condition of
Postmodernity',
here tells the
political-economic
story of where
neoliberalization

came from and
how it proliferated
on the world stage.
While Thatcher
and Reagan are
often cited as
primary authors of
this neoliberal
turn, Harvey
shows how a
complex of forces,
from Chile to
China and from
New York City to
Mexico City, have
also played their
part. In addition
he explores the
continuities and
contrasts between
neoliberalism of
the Clinton sort
and the recent turn
towards
neoconservative
imperialism of
George W. Bush.
Finally, through
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critical engagement
with this history,
Harvey constructs
a framework not
only for analyzing
the political and
economic dangers
that now surround
us, but also for
assessing the
prospects for the
more socially just
alternatives being
advocated by
many oppositional
movements.
Civilians and Modern
War Cambridge
University Press
Compelling basic
principles of
economics every
citizen should know
to enable better
personal decision-
making and better
evaluation of public
policy.
Political Economy,
Concisely World

Scientific
"'The Cult of the
Market: Economic
Fundamentalism
and its Discontents'
disputes the
practical value of
the shallow, all-
encompassing,
dogmatic, economic
fundamentalism
espoused by policy
elites in recent
public policy
debates, along with
their gross
simplifications and
sacred rules.
Economics cannot
provide a
convincing
overarching theory
of government
action or of social
action more
generally.
Furthermore,
mainstream
economics fails to
get to grips with the

economic system as
it actually operates.
It advocates a more
overtly
experimental,
eclectic and
pragmatic approach
to policy
development which
takes more seriously
the complex,
interdependent,
evolving nature of
society and the
economy.
Importantly, it is an
outlook that
recognises the
pervasive influence
of asymmetries of
wealth, power and
information on
bargaining power
and prospects
throughout society.
The book advocates
a major reform of
the teaching of econ
omics"--Provided by
publisher.
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